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The art of stargazing
By John E. Mitchell, North Adams Transcript
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ADAMS — Light guides and attracts and enlightens — and one artist is using them to
fashion charts of personal relationships where they do all three.
Maw, who is a researcher and professor of communications at New York Univer-sity in the
Interactive Telecom-munications program, has taken several canvases and inserted LEDs
in them, with the idea that each light springs from a person's face. Around the lights are
spare figures in white implying two people's bodies, with heads fashioned from a pearl-type
silver and connected to each other with lines as you would see on star maps.
Maw drew on the relationships in her own families and others, particularly in the way family
relationships have been traditionally represented in art. Family photographs have been a
huge inspiration for Maw — she's studied the iconography of the form. The idea that the
subjects of these portraits are staring out of the photos in perpetuity fascinated Maw and
she thought to replace this human gaze with the outward beam of the LED lights.
"It actually works really well with LEDs because they have a really narrow range of light and
so they point directly out and engage the
viewer," said Maw.
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In creating these canvases
— and in her work still —
Maw studied the
placement of family
members in portraits, the
unspoken language of
relationships as used in
either fine art or popular
portraiture.
"It's really interesting if you
look at stock photo
images or if you go to a
gallery or museum like the
Met," said Maw, "there are
these various standardized
layouts of people that
imply different things.
That's what I'm exploring
right now."
Maw studies these
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could use some mapping. It's with this in mind that Maw has dubbed the work "The
Constellation Project" and creates the canvases in order to chart out the actual relationship
between two people as one would stars in the sky — the constellations of personal
interaction.
"I wanted to start with were the dyads, the iconic intimate relationships," said Maw. "One of
the pieces is a mother and child, another piece is an older couple, another piece is a
younger couple and then there's one that's two sisters. What I wanted to start with were the
foundational relationships, how they get represented repeatedly in society."
Right now, Maw might be akin to a scientist studying a binary system, but her plan is to
widen the view of her scope and study larger systems with what she has learned about the
smaller ones.
"I'd like to move on from the dyads to the more complicated interactions," said Maw. "I
thought that just starting with the two people would be better because then what's
happening is that we have these foundational relationships that are the types that we take
in and on which we model every other relationship — is this person like my sister or like my
brother or like my parents, where do they fit in this, with the archetypes I already have?"
Maw began thinking about the project in regard to her relationship with the actual stars in
the sky — or rather, their disappearance from everyday significance.
"When I was little, I would go to summer camp and there would be a huge array of stars
and every year you ask 'Where's the Big Dipper?'" said Maw. "In the winter, you go back,
and you're in the city, so even though it's dark early, you can't see stars."
Stars, Maw points out, were integral to daily life because of their importance to navigation
as well as imagination and storytelling. Nowadays, they have been replaced in our
everyday interaction by normal humans who have been elevated to such a lofty level.
"They've really dropped into the background in our day-to-day culture, and yet that's what
we call celebrities — they're our stars," said Maw. "We've now replaced these celestial
bodies that are far out with these human beings that are closer and that models more
intimate relationships."
These human stars are so ingrained in our lives that a typical person will no doubt spend
more time looking at some celebrity than they will their own relatives — to Maw, this skews
the traditional perception of the relationships she explores and the effects they have on
people's lives.
"I'm never going to meet Jennifer Aniston — she's s a star — but I have met my sister,"
said Maw. "On 'Friends' reruns every night at 11, I can see Jennifer Aniston, but my sister
lives in California and I see her four times a year. There's this really interesting dynamic
going on between the things that are supposed to guide us and the things that actually do."
Stars were once used for navigation and guidance and they still are, but this time it is in
regard to personal lives and goals, as well as appearance and interests. It's a bit of
metaphorical beauty that stars are delivered to your daily life through the glowing medium
of television rather than nuclear fission.
"You start see these stars, these things represented on TV and in the movies and in
magazines as your neighbor," said Maw. "You couldn't do that a century ago, you couldn't
see these people that you didn't know quite so regularly, living these lives that were so
different from yours. I think that we've integrated this sense of these stars as 'This is what I
should idolize, this is what comes into my living room and glows every night.'"
Maw's work on the project has been a journey of artistic exploration for her, uncovering the
movement of old forms within new contexts — and how old media translated exactly into
the modern age.
"I'm interested in how old forms and new forms relate in new media, because there's this
sense that anything is possible," said Maw. "You end up with works that think of
themselves as very removed from the past and yet there are these forms that occur over
and over again. One of the pictures is a mother and a baby and to me it reads exactly like
a Byzantine icon. Art has been representing these types of relationships over and over and
over again and I wanted to see if I could use what is basically a pencil sketch in terms of
new media — LEDs."

Maw's thought was that there is a lot of very complicated technology out there that people
are utilizing out of the sheer excitement of being able to — complicated technology
becomes like a thesaurus that allows a writer to show-off language merely because he has
http://www.thetranscript.com/search/ci_7540668
the resource to do so at his fingertips. Maw considered the question of what if she stripped
down all the complication she had learned, what if she walked away from the world of mini
micro processors and parallel converters and Perl and Linux in order to carry on the older
forms with a technology you can buy at the corner store?
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"It's the first thing that someone learns how to do when they learn how to do new media
work, they learn how to light up an LED," said Maw. "Without even going any further than
that, without integrating infrared sensors or even any interaction at all, there's not even a
switch, fundamentally. What can just lighting up an LED do to our understanding of how to
represent forms in art?"
Maw has found that while the more complicated things might wow people, but most
experiences in working with technology starts out with the simple stuff and that's what will
engage beginners. Maw finds that showing an actual application of simple technology —
especially one that speaks to more complicated concepts — is a great way to engage
students and viewers.
"It's mind boggling what can be done these days, so it's nice to take a step back and ask
'Why? What do I really need? What am I really trying to say?'" said Maw. "And you go back
to your own message and then pick something that expresses the message as opposed to
just acquiring another skill. Can't you just say something simply?"
And simplicity is just as applicable to her themes as to the physical realization of her work.
"I have some sketches of some more elaborate pieces where it was a family reunion," said
Maw, "but I felt like what I really wanted to go back to were the dyads, were the one on one
relationships, because I think in some ways that those are the ones that have suffered the
most in our current context."
Maw's work is currently on display at Greylock Arts in Adams.
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